PRESS RELEASE
AN UNFORGETTABLE ROMANTIC GETAWAY AWAITS YOU IN BERLIN

Stay at Hotel de Rome and experience the romantic side of Berlin
Berlin is the most popular city in Germany attracting millions of tourists year-round.
From secret spots to picturesque picnics, the city has everything you need for a
romantic escape and Hotel de Rome, a Rocco Forte hotel is the prefect starting point.
The city is full of romantic spots. From enjoying one of the 2,500 parks to floating down
one of the three rivers or eight canals on a boat or simply taking a leisurely stroll across
one of the 916 bridges that gives the city a feel of Venice, Berlin is the perfect backdrop
for whatever your heart desires.
During the summer months take a private boat trip to enjoy the beauty of the
surrounding areas. One in particular is on the "Marlene", which leads to
Charlottenburg Castle. The atmosphere is just as romantic in the evening on a historic
ship, with a route leading through the ‘city of lights’. A picnic basket will be filled with
nutritious delicacies by the hotel’s chef, Davide Mazzarella for you to take along to
experience an unforgettable picnic on Peacock Island in the Havel River, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. For the brave, the open-air dance sessions in the popular
Monbijou Park is the place to be. Opposite the impressive Bode Museum, open-air
tango and salsa regularly take place.
At the very top of the Kreuzberg Mountain in Viktoriapark you not only have the
perfect romantic view that you can’t find anywhere else in the capital, you can hear
and enjoy the sights of the beautiful waterfall – a scene straight from a fairytale.

Those who prefer to spend their time indoors can enjoy the sunset on the roof terrace
at Hotel de Rome and end their evening with views over Berlin, a cocktail and the
music of local German artists from the DJ.
For further information on experiences, please contact the Concierge Team at Rocco
Forte Hotel de Rome: 49 (0)30 460 60 9- 1120 or
concierge.derome@roccofortehotels.com
Room rates start from €345 including breakfast for two person/per night.
Stay at Hotel de Rome and book the Romantic Berlin Package for two:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights in a luxurious room or suite including breakfast
Use of De Rome Spa
A "romantic" surprise on arrival
Forte Body Ritual: Relaxed couple treatment with candles and rose petals
4-course candlelight dinner at La Banca Garden
Private boat tour (3 h) on the Spree with boat “Marlene” to Charlottenburg
Castle.
Package price starts from €1,784

About Hotel de Rome
Hotel de Rome is housed in the restored former headquarters of the Dresdner Bank of
1889. It’s unique in its combination of listed architecture and contemporary design,
coupled with the highest level of comfort and very personal Rocco Forte service. As
one of the few luxury hotels in an original historic building, the five-star superior hotel
reflects the destination Berlin in a special way.
With only 145 rooms and suites and its unique location on the historic Bebelplatz, it is
an architectural jewel in the heart of Berlin and guarantees a private atmosphere. The
Hotel de Rome belongs to "The Leading Hotels of the World".
About Rocco Forte Hotels
Rocco Forte Hotels was founded in 1996 by Sir Rocco Forte and his sister Olga Polizzi
and is a collection of 11 individual hotels and resorts. All hotels are sightseeing in their
own way - old or new - and are located in wonderful buildings in exceptional locations.
Under the management of a family that is already in its fourth generation in the hotel
business, all the hotels are united by a distinctive service approach to ensure their
guests the best possible experience in the respective city and surroundings. The Rocco
Forte Hotels include: Hotel de Russie, Rome; Hotel Savoy, Florence; Verdura Resort,
Sicily; The Balmoral, Edinburgh; Brown's Hotel, London; The Charles Hotel, Munich;

Villa Kennedy, Frankfurt; Hotel de Rome, Berlin; Hotel Amigo, Brussels; Hotel
Astoria, St Petersburg; Assila Hotel, Jeddah. In 2019 the Hotel de la Ville, Rome, the
Masseria Torre Maizza, Puglia, and the Westbund Hotel, Shangahi, will be opened.
Villa Igiea in Sicily will open in 2020.
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